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Abstract—We present a configurable silicon modulator for pure
phase modulation, implemented as a Mach-Zehnder interferom-
eter with a PN carrier depletion modulator (CDM) and tunable
couplers. The spurious intensity modulation introduced by the
CDM is compensated by tuning the splitting ratios of the couplers
and the phase delay between the arms. In this report, we present
the simulation results of this device.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable photonic circuits, modulators,
phase modulators

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon photonics is one of the most promising photonics

integrating platforms, useful for a variety of applications. One

key component is an electro-optic phase modulator [1]. Silicon

carrier-depletion modulators (CDM), realized by embedding a

PN junction in a silicon waveguide, are the most common

solution for high-speed modulation. A reverse bias over the

PN junction changes the refractive index of the waveguide,

introducing a phase shift.

However, CDMs suffer from spurious intensity modulation,

as the propagation loss also depends on the carrier density. A

thermo-optic phase shifter can achieve pure phase modulation,

with a limited bandwidth of a few MHz. Here, we report a

method to compensate the spurious intensity modulation by

embedding the CDM into a configurable circuit. Simulation

results show that we can suppress the intensity modulation

down to 0.1 dB within a phase change of 0.4π.

II. PRINCIPLE AND SIMULATION

We implement the configurable modulator circuit, shown in

Fig. 1, as an MZI with using two tunable couplers (TC). The

splitting ratio of the TCs can be tuned from 0% to 100% [2].

One arm contains a CDM, while the other arm contains a phase

shifter (PS) to tune the phase delay between the two arms.

The transmission of the MZI is the sum of complex phasors

at the end of arms. The CDM will rotate the phasor of the

upper arm and also increase its amplitude (with a reverse-

biased PN junction); the phasor of the other arm will stay

the same. This changing phase delay will therefore change the

sum of both phasors. By adjusting their relative amplitude and

angle between them, the spurious intensity modulation can be

minimized and pure phase modulation can be obtained.

We simulated this circuit, using the Vπ.Lπ and voltage-

dependent loss of the CDM as described in [3]. Figure 2a shows

the simulated intensity modulation (Max/Min) at the output of

the circuit as function of the splitting ratio (TC1=TC2) and the

phase delay, which is the lower the better. Fig. 2b shows the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the reconfigurable modulator. PS: phase shifter; PM:
phase modulator; TC: tunable coupler.

voltage response at the operation point highlighted in Fig. 2a.

The CDM introduces 1.25 dB intensity modulation and a 0.4π
phase modulation with a voltage of 6 V, while the output of the

configurable modulator only has 0.1 dB intensity modulation

and almost the same 0.4π phase modulation. The trade-off is

that the circuit does introduce around 0.5 dB additional loss.

III. CONCLUSION

We reported a configurable modulator for pure phase mod-

ulation. Simulation results showed that the 1.25 dB spurious

intensity modulation can be suppressed down to 0.1 dB within

a phase range of 0.4π.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results. (a) spurious amplitude modulation for different cou-
pling ratios and phase shifts, (b) Voltage response for the optimal configuration.


